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________________________________________________________________________

ABSTRACT: The rotation barriers for ten different methyl groups in five methylsubstituted phenanthrenes and three methyl-substituted naphthalenes were determined by
ab initio electronic structure calculations, both for the isolated molecules and for the
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central molecules in clusters containing 8-13 molecules. These clusters were constructed
computationally using the carbon positions obtained from the crystal structures of the
eight compounds and the hydrogen positions obtained from electronic structure
calculations. The calculated methyl rotation barriers in the clusters (Eclust) range from 0.6
kcal/mol to 3.4 kcal/mol. Solid-state 1H NMR spin-lattice relaxation rate measurements
on the polycrystalline solids gave experimental activation energies (Enmr) for methyl
rotation in the range from 0.4 kcal/mol to 3.2 kcal/mol. The energy differences Eclust –
Enmr for each of the ten methyl groups range from –0.2 kcal/mol to +0.7 kcal/mol, with a
mean value of +0.2 kcal/mol and a standard deviation of 0.3 kcal/mol. The differences
between each of the computed barriers in the clusters (Eclust) and the corresponding
computed barriers in the isolated molecules (Eisol) provide an estimate of the
intermolecular contributions to the rotation barriers in the clusters. The values of Eclust –
Eisol range from 0.0 kcal/mol to 1.0 kcal/mol.
________________________________________________________________________

INTRODUCTION
We have employed ab initio electronic structure calculations to obtain values of
the energy barriers for the rotations of ten different methyl groups in the crystals of five
methyl-substituted phenanthrenes and three methyl-substituted naphthalenes. We began
by calculating the molecular structures of the eight isolated molecules, whose names,
acronyms, numbering schemes,1 and (except for 4,5-DMP) ground-state methyl
conformations are shown below. We then calculated the molecular structures for clusters
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containing 8-13 molecules of each of these compounds. These clusters were constructed
computationally to have the same packing patterns as those found for the eight
compounds by single-crystal X-ray diffraction or single-crystal neutron diffraction
measurements by us or by others.2-5 We tested the dependability of our computational
methods by comparing the calculated values of the energy barriers for methyl rotation in
the clusters with the experimental values of the activation energies for methyl rotation in
the crystals of these eight compounds as determined by measurements of the solid-state
NMR 1H spin-lattice relaxation rates as a function of temperature and NMR frequency.6-9
Our experimental design is based on three assumptions: (1) that the calculated
barrier for methyl rotation in an isolated molecule provides an appropriate measure of the
combination of intramolecular steric and intramolecular electronic effects that contribute
to the destabilization of the transition-state conformation relative to the ground-state
conformation of the isolated molecule; (2) that the computationally constructed clusters
each contain a sufficient number of molecules surrounding the central molecule to create
a local environment for that molecule that is a reasonable simulation of the local
environment of an individual molecule in the actual crystal; and (3) that if the groundstate conformation of the methyl group in the central molecule in a cluster is sufficiently
similar to the ground-state conformation of the methyl group in the isolated molecule,
then an approximate estimate of the intermolecular contribution to the methyl rotation
barrier in the crystal can be obtained by subtracting the calculated barrier for the isolated
molecule from the calculated barrier for the central molecule in the cluster.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Calculations for the Isolated Molecules. The ground-state molecular structures
of the isolated molecules of the eight compounds depicted in the Introduction were
obtained by fully optimized electronic structure calculations at the HF/6-31G*//HF/631G* level and also at the B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G* level. The geometries
obtained as these two levels were nearly identical; only those obtained at the latter level
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are reported here. In each case, normal mode analyses were carried out at the
corresponding level to confirm that the calculated structure corresponded to a minimum
energy conformation. As documented in the Supporting Information, the calculated CC
bond distances and CCC bond angles in the ground states of the isolated molecules are in
good agreement with the values that we or others have obtained from single-crystal X-ray
diffraction or single-crystal neutron diffraction measurements of 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, 3,9DMP, 1,5-DMN,2 2,6-DMN, 1,8-DMN,3 9,10-DMP,4 and 4,5-DMP.5
The internal rotation coordinate for the methyl groups is defined in this study as
the dihedral angle  between the following two bonds: whichever one of the two aromatic
ring CC bonds flanking the position bearing the methyl group has the higher  bond
order, and whichever one of the three CH bonds in the methyl group makes the smallest
dihedral angle with respect that ring CC bond. For each of the compounds in this study
except 4,5-DMP the isolated molecules have calculated ground-state structures in which
all the carbons are coplanar and each methyl group has a dihedral angle of  = 0º. As a
consequence of the intramolecular crowding of the methyl groups in 4,5-DMP, the
carbon skeleton of the phenanthrene ring system is twisted and the methyl groups in the
isolated molecule were calculated to have dihedral angles of  = 42.9º in the ground state.
To determine the rotation barriers for the ten types of methyl groups in the eight
isolated molecules, fully optimized energy calculations of the classical potential energy
surfaces for methyl rotations were carried out at the HF/6-311+G**//HF/6-31G* level
and also at the B3LYP/6-311+G**//B3LYP/6-31G* level for a series of conformations
with fixed values of  ranging in 10º steps from the ground-state energy minimum to the
transition-state energy maximum. Only the results at the latter level are reported here.
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For all of the methyl groups except those in 4,5-DMP the calculated energy maximum
has  = 60º; for 4,5-DMP the calculated energy maximum has  = 102.1º. Five
representative examples of the plots of the -dependence of the potential energy are
shown in Figure 1. The differences between the maximum and the minimum energies on
the ten calculated potential energy surfaces were taken to be the energy barriers (Eisol) for
methyl rotation in the isolated molecules. The calculated values of Eisol for the ten
different methyl groups, ranging from 0.4 kcal/mol to 2.8 kcal/mol, are given in Table 1.
The rotational transition states were also independently obtained by locating the
first-degree saddle points on the B3LYP/6-31G*//B3LYP/6-31G* potential energy
surfaces using standard techniques. Normal mode analyses at the B3LYP/631G*//B3LYP/6-31G* level of the geometries obtained by this approach confirmed that
they are indeed the transition states. There were negligible numerical differences
between the transition-state energies obtained from this method and those obtained from
the potential energy surface scans.

Figure 1. Calculated potential energies versus 
exemplified for five of the isolated molecules.
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Table 1. Calculated Potential Energy Barriers
for Methyl Rotation in the Isolated Molecules
and in the Central Molecules of the Clusters,
and Experimental NMR Activation Energiesa

compd

CH3 Eisol Eclust Einterb Enmr Eclust
grp calc calc

calc

exptc –Enmr

9-MP

9Ad 2.5

3.2

0.7

2.5e

+0.7

9-MP

9Bd 2.5

2.7

0.2

2.5e

+0.2

1,9-DMP

9

2.5

3.2

0.7

2.9f

+0.3

3,9-DMP

9

2.5

3.3

0.8

2.7e

+0.6

1,9-DMP

1

2.0

2.4

0.4

2.2f

+0.2

1,5-DMN 1g

2.0

3.0g

1.0

2.3h

+0.7

1,5-DMN 5g

2.0

2.6g

0.6

2.3h

+0.3

3,9-DMP

0.4

1.1

0.7

1.2e

–0.1

2,6-DMN 2,6 0.6

0.6

0.0

0.4i

+0.2

1,8-DMN 1g

2.8

3.4g

0.6

3.2h,j +0.2

1,8-DMN 8g

2.8

3.2g

0.4

3.2h,j

0.0

9,10-DMP 9g

0.9

1.1

0.2

1.2k

–0.1

9,10-DMP 10g 0.9

1.1

0.2

1.2k

–0.1

3

4,5-DMP

4g

1.8

2.6g

0.8

2.7l

–0.1

4,5-DMP

5g

1.8

2.5g

0.7

2.7l

–0.2
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a

All energies are in kcal/mol.

Eclust – Eisol.
kcal/mol.

d

c

b

Einter =

Typical uncertainties are ≤ 0.1

The unit cell in the crystal has two

independent molecules, A and B.

e

Data taken

from Reference 6 and re-analyzed. f Data
taken from Reference 7 and re-analyzed.

g

The two methyl groups have different local
environments in the cluster; the position
numbers were assigned arbitrarily.

h

Data

taken from Reference 8. i Data taken from
Reference 8 and re-analyzed. j A puzzling
value of 7.8 kcal/mol was reported in
Reference 10 on the basis of variabletemperature single-crystal neutron diffraction
experiments.

k

This work. l Data taken from

Reference 9.

The range of magnitudes of Eisol in Table 1 can be discussed in terms of the longestablished11-13 electronic and steric effects that are illustrated in Figure 2 for the simple
examples of 1-methylnaphthalene and 2-methylnaphthalene. The electronic effects in
both of these molecules are attributed to orbital overlap interactions between the methyl
groups and the aromatic rings. These interactions are most stabilizing for the methyl
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conformations in which one of the CH bonds is eclipsed with the flanking CC bond of the
aromatic ring having the larger -bond order, and they are least stabilizing for the methyl
conformations in which one of the CH bonds is eclipsed with the flanking CC bond of the
aromatic ring having the smaller -bond order.11-13 The steric effect is illustrated in
Figure 2 for the methyl rotation in 1-methylnaphthalene, in which the transition state is
raised in energy by the steric crowding between the in-plane hydrogen of the peri-methyl
group and the peri hydrogen on the other aromatic ring. No comparable steric crowding
arises during the methyl rotation in 2-methylnaphthalene.

Figure 2. Diagrammatic representations of the
types of electronic and steric effects thought to
contribute to the methyl rotation barriers in two
simple methyl-substituted aromatic molecules.

As indicated in Figure 3 and Table 1, an isolated molecule of 1,9-DMP has a
larger calculated rotation barrier for the 9-methyl group (Eisol = 2.5 kcal/mol) than for the
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1-methyl group (Eisol = 2.0 kcal/mol). Since both methyl groups are peri, and therefore
would be expected to experience similar steric effects, the difference between these two
barriers can be attributed mainly to the electronic effect11-13 discussed above.
Specifically, our X-ray diffraction analysis of 1,9-DMP showed that the bond distances
for the C9-C10 bond (1.345 Å) and the C9-C8a bond (1.444 Å) differ by 0.099 Å,
whereas the bond distances for the C1-C2 bond (1.373 Å) and the C1-C10a bond (1.419
Å) differ by only 0.046 Å. Therefore the difference in -bond orders of the two flanking
ring bonds would be larger at the 9-position than at the 1-position, which accounts
qualitatively for the 9-methyl group having the larger value of Eisol.

Figure 3. The electronic effect accounts for
the calculated 0.5 kcal/mol potential energy
difference between the two transition states.
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As indicated in Table 1, the rotation barrier of 0.9 kcal/mol for the 9-methyl group
in 9,10-DMP is much lower than the rotation barriers of 2.5 kcal/mol for the 9-methyl
groups in 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, and 3,9-DMP. Figure 4 illustrates how this can be explained
qualitatively by noting that both the ground state and the transition state in 9,10-DMP
experience comparable intramolecular steric crowding.

Figure 4. Off-setting steric destabilization
explains why the rotation barrier is so small.

Intramolecular steric crowding between two methyl groups also is involved in the
methyl rotation in 1,8-DMN. Our calculations of the two-dimensional potential energy
surface of 1,8-DMN as a function of the dihedral angles  for the rotations of both methyl
groups reveal the cooperative rotation process illustrated in Figure 5, in which one of the
methyl groups can be seen to act as a kind of gatekeeper for the rotation of the other
methyl group. In the first half of the rotation process both methyl groups rotate
cooperatively, one by 30º and the other by 11º, after which the former methyl group
continues its rotation for another 30º to reach the transition state with  = 60º while the
“gatekeeper” methyl group reverses its direction of rotation to go back to  = 0º.
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Figure 5. An edge-view diagram of an isolated
molecule of 1,8-DMN illustrating the 60º
rotation of the 1-methyl group, the two
cooperative 11º rotations of the 8-methyl group,
and the calculated potential energies relative to
the ground state along this rotation pathway.
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The sequence in which the compounds are listed in Table 1 is organized to show
that the methyl groups in this study can be sorted into the following four categories on the
basis of the magnitudes of the barriers and the types of ring carbons to which the rotating
methyl groups are attached: (1) the highest barriers were found for the peri methyls at the
9-positions in 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, and 3,9-DMP (all 2.5 kcal/mol) because both electronic
and steric effects are contributing to raising the transition-state energies; (2) somewhat
lower barriers were found for the peri methyls at the 1-positions in 1,9-DMP and 1,5DMN (all 2.0 kcal/mol) because the differences in the -bond orders of the two flanking
ring bonds at the 1-positions are less than the corresponding differences at the 9-positions
in phenanthrenes, thus resulting in a smaller electronic effect; (3) much lower barriers
were found for the methyl groups in 2,6-DMN (0.6 kcal/mol) and the 3-methyl group in
3,9-DMP (0.4 kcal/mol) because these are non-peri methyls that are flanked on both sides
by ring carbons that each bear a hydrogen substituent, thus rendering steric effects
essentially inoperative; and (4) molecules such as 1,8-DMN, 9,10-DMP, and 4,5-DMP
are special cases because their methyl rotation barriers are influenced by the
intramolecular steric crowding of the two methyl groups against one another in addition
to the types of electronic and steric effects that are involved in the other three categories.
Calculations for the Molecules in the Clusters. To calculate the barriers for
methyl rotation in the crystalline environment, the Mathematica code DiracCrystal14 was
created to construct clusters of each type of molecule in which the coordinates of the
carbon atoms were fixed at the positions determined experimentally for the crystals by
either X-ray diffraction or neutron diffraction studies. The coordinates of the hydrogens
in the clusters were then determined by electronic structure calculations at the HF/3-
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21G//HF/3-21G level. As documented in the Supporting Information, the reliability of
these calculations is indicated by the fact that the CH bond lengths obtained from the
calculations for each of the CH bonds in 1,5-DMN and 1,8-DMN and the corresponding
CH bond lengths obtained by single-crystal neutron diffraction measurements2,3 differed
from one another with a root mean square deviation of less than 0.02 Å.
Although there are only ten different types of methyl groups in the eight isolated
molecules, it proved necessary to construct a total of fifteen different clusters. For
example, the X-ray diffraction measurements for 9-MP show that the unit cell of the
crystal contains two crystallographically independent molecules in which the methyl
groups experience different local environments. In addition, the pairs of methyl groups
that are equivalent by symmetry in each of the isolated molecules of 1,5-DMN, 1,8DMN, 9,10-DMP, and 4,5-DMP are not equivalent by symmetry in the crystals, and
therefore two separate clusters needed to be constructed for each of these four molecules.
Each of the fifteen clusters was built around a central molecule, and included all the
surrounding molecules that had any carbon or hydrogen atom within a fixed distance
(typically between 6 Å and 7 Å) of the Cm carbon atom of the methyl group of interest
on the central molecule. The resulting clusters (see the Supporting Information)
contained 8-13 molecules.
For the central molecule in each cluster, the -dependence of the energy was
calculated in two stages. In the first stage, a potential energy plot was computed at the
B3LYP/6-31G* level for 15º increments of  for the methyl group on the central
molecule (with additional calculations near the ground-state and transition-state
conformations). In these first-stage calculations the bond angles and bond distances
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within the rotating central methyl group were held fixed, as were the positions for all the
other atoms in the cluster. In the second-stage calculations the ground-state and
transition-state structures obtained from the first-stage calculations were subjected to
further geometry-optimizing calculations at the HF/3-21G level. In these second-stage
calculations the bond angles and bond distances within the rotating methyl group on the
central molecule were allowed to relax, as were the structural parameters of all of the ring
hydrogens on the central molecule. In addition, for all of the other molecules in the
cluster the dihedral angles of their methyl groups were allowed to relax and also the
locations of their ring hydrogens were allowed to relax by out-of-plane bending with
respect to the plane of the aromatic ring to which they were bonded. Finally, the energies
of these partially relaxed ground-state and transition-state structures for each cluster were
obtained by single-point calculations at the B3LYP/6-31G* level. The resulting potential
energy difference between these two structures was taken as the rotation barrier for the
central molecule in the cluster, which is designated here as Eclust. The values of Eclust are
given in Table 1.15 These final values of Eclust were each lower in energy, by amounts
ranging from 0.4 kcal/mol to 1.4 kcal/mol, than the corresponding preliminary values of
the barriers in the clusters that had been obtained after the first-stage calculations.
There are some small differences in the calculated molecular structures for the
central molecules in the clusters as compared with the calculated molecular structures for
the isolated molecules. For example, although the carbon skeletons (except for 4,5DMP) are coplanar in the isolated molecules, they are found by X-ray or neutron
diffraction measurements to be slightly twisted in the crystals (and therefore also in the
clusters). Also, as shown in Table 2, the calculated values of the dihedral angles of the
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central molecules in the clusters (clust) are larger than those in the isolated molecules
(isol) by amounts up to 15º, as one would expect from intermolecular steric interactions.

Table 2. Calculated Dihedral Angles  in the Isolated
Molecules and the Central Molecules in the Clusters

compd

CH3

dihedral

pos.

angle

isol a clusta
calc

calc

9-MP

9Ab

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0

1.8

9-MP

9Bb

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0

1.2

1,9-DMP

9

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0

1.4

3,9-DMP

9

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0

2.6

1,9-DMP

1

H-Cm-C1-C2

0.0

4.7

1,5-DMN 1c

H-Cm-C1-C2

0.0

0.2c

1,5-DMN 5c

H-Cm-C5-C6

0.0

0.7c

3,9-DMP

H-Cm-C3-C4

0.0

7.2

2,6-DMN 2,6

H-Cm-C2-C1

0.0

4.3

1,8-DMN 1c

H-Cm-C1-C2

0.0

0.0c

1,8-DMN 8c

H-Cm-C8-C7

0.0

3.8c

9,10-DMP 9c,d

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0 15.0c,d

9,10-DMP 10c,d

H-Cm-C9-C10

0.0 15.0c,d

3

4,5-DMP

4c

H-Cm-C4-C3

42.9 45.4c

4,5-DMP

5c

H-Cm-C5-C6

42.9 49.1c
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a

In degrees.

b

The crystal unit cell has

two inequivalent molecules, A and B.

c

The two

methyl groups are inequivalent in the cluster;
the two position numbers are assigned
arbitrarily.

d

See Reference 15.

In an attempt to evaluate the separate intramolecular and intermolecular
contributions to the rotation barriers Eclust, we have assumed as a first approximation that
the magnitude of the intramolecular component Eintra is equal to Eisol and the magnitude
of the intermolecular component Einter is equal to Eclust – Eisol. As shown in Table 1, the
fifteen calculated values of Einter that were obtained using this approach range from 0.0
kcal/mol to 1.0 kcal/mol. In principle, an intermolecular steric interaction could either
increase or decrease the barrier for the rotation of the Cm methyl group, depending on
whether the destabilizing steric crowding of that methyl group against an adjacent
molecule in the cluster is more severe in the transition state or more severe in the ground
state for that rotation.16 In view of the conceptual approximations of our assumption that
Einter = Eclust – Eisol, as well as the numerical uncertainties that are inherent for the values
of Einter because they are obtained as the differences between the computed values of
Eclust and Eisol, the only conclusion we wish to draw with regard to intermolecular steric
effects is that they seem to have a relatively small influence on the magnitudes of the
methyl rotation barriers in the clusters of our eight compounds.
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Solid State NMR Relaxation Measurements of the Activation Energies Enmr
for Methyl Rotation in the Crystals. In our solid-state NMR nuclear-spin-relaxation
experiments we measure the 1H spin-lattice relaxation rates 1/T1 as a function of the
NMR frequency /2 and the absolute temperature T.6,7 The observed relaxation rates
are interpreted in terms of Bloch-Wangsness-Redfield theory.17-20 In the hightemperature short-correlation-time limit the relaxation rate can be expressed as 1/T1 = C
where C is a constant whose numerical value depends on other known constants and
geometric parameters,6,7 and where  is the mean time between 2/3 rotational hops of
the methyl groups in a random (Poisson) process. As a consequence of this rotation, the
three proton nuclei in the methyl group create a local time-dependent magnetic field. The
1

H spin-lattice relaxation is induced by the Fourier component of this local time-

dependent magnetic field that matches the NMR frequency. The mean time between
rotational hops  is modeled by the Arrhenius relationship  = ∞exp(Enmr/RT), where Enmr
is the activation energy for methyl rotation, ∞ is a pre-exponential factor, and R is the
gas constant. It follows that 1/T1 = C∞exp(Enmr/RT), which allows the extraction of the
value of Enmr from the slope of the high-temperature region of a plot of ln(1/T1) vs. T –1.
The ten experimental values of Enmr in Table 1 include one value reported here
(9,10-DMP), five values obtained by re-analysis21 of data from earlier publications of
ours (9-MP,6 1,9-DMP,7 and 3,9-DMP6), and four values taken from earlier publications
of others (1,5-DMN,8 1,8-DMN,8 2,6-DMN,8 and 4,5-DMP9).
The differences between the fifteen calculated values of Eclust and the
corresponding experimental values of Enmr are given in Table 1. These Eclust – Enmr
differences range from –0.2 kcal/mol to +0.7 kcal/mol with a mean value of +0.2
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kcal/mol and a standard deviation of 0.3 kcal/mol. As described in the following section,
there are theoretical reasons22,23 to expect a small bias toward Eclust being slightly larger
than Enmr for the rotation of methyl groups.
The Relationship between the Calculated Potential Energy Barriers (Eisol and
Eclust) and the Experimental NMR Activation Energies (Enmr). An ab initio electronic
structure calculation for methyl rotation provides a potential energy surface from which a
barrier (Eisol or Eclust) is obtained as the difference in potential energy between the highest
and lowest points on the calculated surface. In contrast, an NMR spin-lattice relaxation
rate experiment determines an Arrhenius activation energy (Enmr). The quantitative
relationship between calculated potential energy barriers and experimentally measured
Arrhenius activation energies for methyl rotation has been considered in earlier
theoretical studies. For example, Kowalewski and Liljefors22 used absolute rate theory to
calculate the activation energies for the internal rotation of a methyl group (attached to a
hypothetical rigid molecule) for two representative values of the three-fold potential
energy barrier V3 (2.04 kcal/mol and 3.40 kcal/mol) at three temperatures (200 K, 250 K,
and 333 K). Their calculations showed that the potential energy barriers V3
(corresponding to our Eisol and Eclust values) were larger than the activation energies
(corresponding to our Enmr values) by about 0.1 kcal/mol. Using a different theoretical
approach, Edholm and Blomberg23 reached a similar conclusion about calculated V3
barriers being larger than experimental activation energies for methyl rotations.
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CONCLUSIONS
The close correspondence between the calculated values of Eclust and the
experimental values of Enmr in Table 1 suggests that the cluster method we have
developed for calculating the energy barriers for methyl rotation in crystals appears to
have useful predictive value for the experimental activation energies determined by NMR
spin-lattice relaxation rate measurements. Not only can computations of this type lend
confidence to the reliability of the NMR experiments, but also the experimentally
observed NMR activation energies can lend confidence to the reliability of the
computational methods. In addition, any surprising disparities that might be found in the
future between values of Eclust and Enmr in other systems could prompt further
investigations to find the source of the discrepancy. Our computational approach also
seems to be reasonably successful at giving calculated values of Eclust in rather close
agreement with experimental values of Enmr for such disparate compounds as 1,5-DMN
(which experiences a combination of an electronic effect and a peri steric effect) and 2,6DMN (which experiences only an electronic effect). Finally, our results provide
additional support for the usefulness of the traditionally invoked contributions of steric
and electronic factors to the rotation barriers for methyl substituents on aromatic rings.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Characterizations of Compounds. Characterization data are given below for the
five compounds we used in our X-ray crystallographic determinations of the molecular
and crystal structures for 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, 3,9-DMP and 2,6-DMP, and also in our solidstate NMR measurements of the spin-lattice relaxation rates for 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, 3,9-
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DMP and 9,10-DMP. The 1H NMR spectra and the complete GC-MS results
(chromatograms and mass spectra) for these five compounds are included in the
Supporting Information.
9-Methylphenanthrene (9-MP). Synthesized by photocyclization and
recrystallized from methanol:6 mp 90.0-92.0 ºC (lit.24 mp 91.5–92.5 ºC); 1H NMR (400
MHz, CDCl3, ): 8.71 (m, 1 H), 8.63 (br d, J = 8.2 Hz, 1 H), 8.04 (br dd, J = 7.0 H, 2.5
Hz, 1 H), 7.79 (br dd, J = 8.2 Hz, 2.0 Hz, 1 H), 7.67-7.60 (m, 2 H), 7.59-7.22 (m, 3 H),
2.72 (br s, 3 H); GC-MS m/z (% rel. intensity, ion): 192 (100, M+), 191 (52, M+ – H).
1,9-Dimethylphenanthrene (1,9-DMP). Synthesized by photocyclization and
recrystallized from methanol:7 mp 86.8-87.6 (lit.25 mp 87-88 ºC); 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, ): 8.72 mbr d, J = 8.3 Hz, 1 H), 8.05 (m, 1 H), 7.77 (br s, 1 H),
7.66-7.59 (m, 2 H), 7.47 (dd, J = 8.1 Hz, 7.3 Hz, 1 H) 7.40 (d, J = 7.0 Hz, 1 H), 2.76 (s, 3
H), 2.72 (s, 3 H); GC-MS m/z (% rel. intensity, ion): 206 (100, M+), 191 (51, M+ – CH3).
3,9-Dimethylphenanthrene (3,9-DMP). Synthesized by photocyclization and
recrystallized from methanol:6 mp 58.0-59.6 ºC (lit.26 mp 62 ºC); 1H NMR (400 MHz,
CDCl3, ): 8.69 (m, 1 H), 8.42 (br s, 1 H), 8.02 (m, 1 H), 7.69 (d, J = 8.0 Hz, 1 H), 7.62
(m, 2 H), 7.53 (br s, 1 H), 7.38 (dd, J = 8.0 Hz, 1.3 Hz, 1 H), 2.70 (br s, 3 H), 2.59 (s, 3
H); GC-MS m/z (% rel. intensity, ion): 206 (100, M+), 191 (45, M+ – CH3).
2,6-Dimethylnaphthalene (2,6-DMN). A commercial sample (Rütgerswerke) was
recrystallized from ethanol-benzene: mp 109.5-110 ºC (lit.27 mp 110.3-111.0 ºC); 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ): 7.64 (d, J = 7.3 Hz, 2 H), 7.55 (br s, 2H), 7.27 (br d, J = 8.2
Hz, 2 H), 2.48 (s, 6 H); GC-MS m/z (% rel. intensity, ion): 156 (100, M+), 141 (71, M+ –
CH3).
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9,10-Dimethylphenanthrene (9,10-DMP). Recrystallized from methanol: mp 143143.5 ºC (lit.28 mp 142.5-143 ºC); 1H NMR (400 MHz, CDCl3, ): 8.70 (m, 2 H), 8.11
(m, 2 H), 7.60 (m, 4 H), 2.73 (s, 6 H); GC-MS m/z (% rel. intensity, ion): 206 (100, M+),
191 (100, M+ – CH3).
X-ray Crystallographic Measurements. The molecular and crystal structures
for 9-MP, 1,9-DMP, 3,9-DMP, and 2,6-DMN were obtained by single-crystal X-ray
diffraction analyses using standard methods at low temperatures.29 The space groups for
9-MP and 3,9-DMP were uniquely assigned from systematic absences. The asymmetric
unit for 9-MP contains two crystallographically independent molecules. The asymmetric
unit for 1,9-DMP contains a half molecule on an inversion center. The space group for
1,9-DMP was found to be the non-centrosymmetric alternative due to the absence of an
appropriately aligned mirror plane. All non-hydrogen atoms were anisotropically refined.
The experimental results for these four compounds are given in the Supporting
Information in Table S10 and in the CIF files.
Solid-State NMR Relaxation Measurements. The spin-lattice relaxation rate
for 9,10-DMP was measured in the present work using standard techniques6,7,30 at
temperatures T ranging between 90 K and 295 K and at NMR frequencies of 22.5 MHz
and 53.0 MHz. Because the activation energy for methyl rotation in 9,10-DMP is so
small (1.2 kcal/mol), only the high-temperature, frequency-independent, and linear
behavior of ln(1/T1) versus T –1 was observed throughout this temperature range. The
activation energy was extracted from the slope of a plot of ln(1/T1) versus T –1.
Electronic Structure Calculations. All the ab initio electronic structure
calculations reported here were carried out using the Gaussian 03 program suite.31
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Further details have been reported elsewhere for analogous calculations involving the
rotations of methyl, isopropyl, and trifluoromethyl substituents on aromatic rings.32,33

Supporting Information. Calculated total energies in Hartrees and calculated
structural coordinates for all the atoms in the eight molecules of interest in their ground
states and also in their transition states for methyl rotation, both for the isolated single
molecules and for the clusters; comparisons of the calculated ground-state structures of
these molecules with those determined by X-ray or neutron diffraction studies; CIF files
for the four X-ray structures reported here; proton NMR spectra and GC/MS data for 9MP, 1,9-DMP, 3,9-DMP, 2,6-DMN, and 9,10-DMP. This material is available free of
charge via the Internet at http://pubs.acs.org.
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